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Introduction
Meetings International recognizes the commitment and amazing
work in all fields of academics and research. By recognizing their
contribution; Meetings International inspires and motivates scholars,
researchers and academics by awarding the Best YRF and Researcher
Awards in all academic disciplines and categories along with other
specific awards. These awards include prestigious Certificate of Award
with other gifts.

Best Poster Awards
To be eligible for the award Students interested in having their
posters considered for the Microfluidics-2021 conference, they must
have submitted an abstract of their poster to the conference. The award
committee will consider all posters that relate to the study of public
opinion, whether they focus on theory, substantive findings, research
methods, and/or statistical techniques used in such research. All
posters will automatically be considered for the Poster Award and the
posters will take place in the conference venue and Poster Judges will
select the best posters. The winners will be formally announced during
the closing ceremony. The winners will receive a certificate award.
Outstanding Masters/Ph.D/Post. Doc Thesis work presentation
Awards
Microfluidics 2021 gives the opportunity to young researchers in
the different field of conferences. The best participants are selected
as per their research abstract before the conference. If you are a young
and dynamic researcher than you can join our conferences to explore
new idea and research. A panel of judges will select the best YRF. Best
YRF will be recognized publicly at the end of the conference. The
Best YRF Award will be given to the most outstanding presentation
presented by a participant who has registered under the student
category. Undergraduates, Master students, and Ph.D. students will
be considered under this category. Selection of the YRF will be made
on the basis of the participant contribution in the respective research
field each submission will be accepted based on the sessions of the
conference. Irrelevant submissions will be rejected. The acceptance and
rejection of abstract submissions will be selected by the committee. All
submissions will go through a quality checking. Final approved abstract
will consider for YRF award.

Keynote Speaker Awards
Microfluidics 2021 chooses a relevant keynote speaker to speak at
conference. All accepted keynote speakers proposals will be considered
for the Best Keynote Speaker Award. The committee will select a
number of candidates for the award among the accepted proposals. The
winner will be selected at the conference, taking into consideration
both the proposal and the presentation. Best keynote speaker can help
to boost motivation, change their way of thinking and make audience
energized and inspired. For Keynote the person should be eminent
or highly affiliated like Dean, Professor, HOD, Chair persons, CEO,
CFO, MD etc. Selection of the Best Keynote Speaker will be made on
the basis of the participant contribution and years of experience in the
respective research field. Each submission will be accepted based on
the quality of abstract and conference theme. Irrelevant submissions
will be rejected .The acceptance and rejection of abstract submissions
will be selected by the Organizing committee. All submissions will go
through a quality checking. Final approved abstract will consider for
Keynote award.

Outstanding Speaker Awards
Microfluidics 2021 believes in recognizing our best speaker.
The best speaker is selected as per their research abstract before the
conference. All winners are determined by a selection panel. This
award is designed to recognise and identify outstanding speakers
who have achieved recent extraordinary eminence and success. Being
an outstanding speaker means to deliver a message that engages an
audience. The outstanding speaker award will also be given on the basis
of organization and professionalism of presentation, communication
skills of the presenter and appropriate use of time. Each session will
be evaluated separately. For speaker the person should be Professor,
Researcher, Scientist, Entrepreneur etc. .Selection of the Speaker will
be made on the basis of the participant contribution in the respective
research field. Each submission will be accepted based on the quality of
abstract and conference sessions. Irrelevant submission will be rejected.
The acceptance and rejection of abstract submissions will be selected by
the Organizing committee. All submissions will go through a procedure
of quality checking by our team. Final approved abstract will consider
for outstanding speaker award.

OCM Awards
The organizing committee can avail in the process of managing
the multiple tasks that need to be done. Committee members, having
a good erudition of the event management plan, are well placed to
provide training, supervision and assistance to other personnel involved
in the organization of the event. Meetings International will honor
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as a best OCM the individual who has demonstrated their support
and guidance throughout the conference. OCM should be eminent
or highly affiliated like Dean, Professor, HOD, Chair persons, CEO,
CFO, MD etc. Selection of the best OCM will be made on the basis of
the participant contribution and years of experience in the respective
research field. They must have good number of research papers and
citations and should be more number of years of experience.

Guidelines for Poster
• Poster Size: Each poster should be approximately 1x1 M long.
The title, contents and the author’s information should be
clearly visible from a distance of 1-2 feet
• Content: Use fonts such as Arial/Times New Roman in a
reasonable font size that should be easy to read
• The spacing between the lines should also be taken into
consideration
• A very simple format should be used representing all the details
about the research carried by the author
• Long narrated paragraphs should be avoided
• Short phrases and bulleted points should be used in the poster
to present the main highlights of the work done

Guidelines for Abstract
• Only abstracts submitted in English will be reviewed
• Abstracts must not exceed 500 words (excluding the title, author
affiliation and biography)
• Abstract should follow the instructions on the following
template (Abstract Template)
• Do not include references or figures in the keynote abstract
• Abstract should contain biography, photograph and short
description about research
• Abstract must contain presenter name, affiliation and country
• Abstract title and abstract content should be relevant
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